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General 

The SSDC Local Plan raises the general point as to whether development should be based on 

Market Towns or more scattered, with new housing and commercial development in villages 

and for example along the A303. It has become clearer what is meant by reference to A303. In 

late December STC received the “A303 Garden Settlement Proposals” (GSP) of which there 

had been no advance warning. The Podimore Roundabout at the west of the proposal site is 

only 3.5 miles as the crow flies from Somerton and is nearer than Huish Episcopi and 

Langport. Therefore if fulfilled in some form the GSP must have a major impact on Somerton 

and must be included in this response. 

A303 Garden Settlement Proposals ( GSP) – Councillor’s responses have ranged from “ a 

hare brained scheme” to welcome with reservations for a far sighted plan.  So a single view 

from STC on the whole of the GSP is not possible. All Councillors see it as making better 

long term use of the Yeovilton site for peaceful business and industry as well as defence, and 

arguably also offering to the north a suitable unobtrusive site for the GSP housing and centre. 

The new housing may take pressure off Somerton, which some welcome.  

 Two retired local architects with an interest in planning have been invited to comment. 

“The proposal is very much development led. Where is the investment? It depends very much 

on regional infrastructure upgrades to make it work. The proposals are very much drawing 

board ideas with no feasibility data” and “ I find the whole thing very exciting. If only it could 

have been done 25 years ago”. 

In principle the Plan is welcome because it looks ahead and is not constrained by the current 

unsatisfactory approach to national planning noted below. It is well located for road transport. 

The proposals for public transport seem fanciful given that in 2018 Somerton sees bus services 

cut and made even more unattractive. The rail proposals assume changes in services, which 

look unlikely. A new station is useless without regular services to places a viable number of 

passengers who can afford the fares want to go to. A key concern for Somerton is that the GSP 

may stifle improvements in Somerton’s infrastructure. The closeness means the GSP would 

win any contest for resources eg a new junior school. So Somerton may enter the same 

planning “black hole” and long term inertia which has affected other communities near new 

towns. If the GSP becomes a reality Somerton’s services may be hollowed out as residents 

travel not very far to new facilities in the GSP. 
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However Somerton supports both the enlargement of its own business park and that part of the 

GSP concerning business. But the reaction to the housing and centre parts of the GSP is mixed 

and varied. The practice of recent years as applied to Somerton has led to some cynicism and a 

feeling that plans are just paper to be casually disregarded. Developers have been encouraged 

by Government to call all the shots as suits their convenience; their interests will prevail 

regardless of any local feelings or concerns about the needs of a community as a whole.  

Reverting to the Local Plan and having noted the GSP, Somerton TCs view is that expanding 

the Market Towns to some degree remains is by far preferable to a scatter of development in 

villages as it preserves more of the countryside and is more sustainable.  Therefore Somerton 

TC accepts that as a market town it should accept further growth in Somerton of both housing 

and employment development. In the SSDC area as a whole the “ market towns approach” 

would be more sustainable and less damaging to the surrounding countryside. But clearly the 

GSP may mean less housing development in market towns than would occur without it.  

The Plan assumes a continuation of the current national approach to planning and 

development. Lack of funding for local government and minimal national strategic planning 

resulting in little delivery of infrastructure in advance of development; a reliance on private 

sector house builders who are free to landbank and build only houses for markets they select. 

Evasion of community responsibilities by developers. No house building by councils and a 

reliance on housing associations and private sector landlords for social housing. Attacks on the 

established planning framework on behalf of powerful building interests. A lack of concern 

for any individuals who cannot afford to buy or afford rentals. No national strategy on 

population growth. Somerton TC cannot influence any of this but can note that this 

background may change before 2034. Somerton TC can also point out situations where further 

development without infrastructure coming first would be not only absurd but damaging to the 

town, and we have done so. 

The specifics on Somerton show 474 homes either already built  ( 108 ) or with planning 

permission ( 336) . There is an “excess” of 100 over the previous plan which is downplayed in 

the report. Somerton Options for additional housing in the plan period amount to a further 335 

by 2034.- on top of the 474. A total of 809 resulting in a transformation of the current town. 

Question: 7.27 Options for Development 

a) SOME 1 Bancombe Road – Somerton TC accepts the Option. The Planning 

Committee recently accepted a specific mixed application for both housing 

and business premises covering part of this area, which has been granted. 

Housing applications for the rest of the area are expected. 

b) SOME 2  Cartway Lane – Somerton TC accepts the Option for a total of 105 

dwellings on Cartway Lane subject to satisfactory drainage and road 

infrastructure. Please note this is inclusive of the “Intelligent Land” 

application recently approved and the wording in the published plan is 

incorrect. 

c) SOME 3 Land West of St Cleers Orchard. Somerton TC cannot accept the 

option for a further 135 dwellings unless advance attention is given to 
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drainage and to road access to the development, as detailed below. Somerton 

TCs future support for this option would be dependent on advance 

infrastructure in this case, because failure to tackle these issues would lead to 

ongoing access and drainage problems not only for the unfortunate new 

residents but for those in the nearby built areas as well. 

d) SOME 4 Bancombe Road Trading Estate West. Somerton TC is in favour of 

increasing the area of employment land near the town. The expansion of the 

Somerton Business Park is welcomed in principle and in particular as in 

SOME 1 above. Somerton TC also supports the possibility of the Business 

Park to extending to the West, but this could only happen if the land was 

available and currently most of it is not. Housing in this area is not supported 

because road access to the housing could only be via the Business Park spine 

road and that it seen as unacceptable. Although not in Somerton the Plan also 

correctly stresses the link between the Badgers Cross Quarry developments 

and Somerton. It is outside our area but Somerton TC would not be in favour 

of any further business development at Badgers Cross outside the area of the 

former quarry.  

Question. 7.29 – In addition to the infrastructure detailed above ( in the Local Plan) are 

there any other infrastructure requests for Somerton?  

The comments in 7.183 and 7.186 are limited and qualitative and show a lack of hearing and 

understanding about the comments on infrastructure made by both individuals and Somerton 

Town Council on specific planning applications over the past 10 years. We are told in 7.186 

that “ relevant infrastructure providers are being consulted” and “any additional infrastructure 

requirement to meet future growth will be identified”  

Somerton TC is concerned that as in the past the reality is there will be no infrastructure 

spending in advance of development and that nothing will be done until a problem arises. This 

position is not unique to Somerton and is viewed by Somerton TC as far from ideal but is 

simply a fact of life in the present situation. Somerton TC has specific concerns about the 

infrastructure proposals as follows: 

a) SOME 1 Bancombe Road. There should be no new access road to Somerton 

Business Park east of the existing entrance by Avalon Sciences. The most 

recent application from SBP accepted this. However Somerton TC would 

welcome an emergency access track (with gates usually locked)  from 

Bancombe Road along the Eastern edge of Somerton Business Park as 

expanded if this were to be supported by SBP. Somerton TC would regard the 

new entrance to the Bovis Development as also providing potential access to 

the further residential development between the emergency track and the 

current Bovis development. Subject to these comments Somerton TC 

supports SOME 1.  

b) SOME 2 Cartway Lane. With further residential development ,and 

increased traffic with the closure of the Eastern end of Bancombe Road  STC 

considers it essential that Cartway Lane be widened to a uniform standard 
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consistent with HGV use and with further developments provided with a 

continuous footpath on its east side incorporating the current piecemeal 

proposal. If residential development is granted on the west side of the lane this 

should benefit from footpaths and a pedestrian crossing. Subject to these 

comments Somerton TC supports SOME 2 . 

c) SOME 3 Land West of St Cleers Orchard. Drainage. The Railway line 

built in 1904-6 acts as a drainage barrier, and flood prevention work and 

specifically enlarged piping through the embankment will be needed. When 

the line was surrounded by open fields these could absorb much water before 

flooding occurred. When they are built over run off must increase. Drainage 

in SOME 3 needs to be tackled BEFORE not after any development. 

Unless this happens STC opposes SOME 3. 

d) SOME 3 Land West of St Cleers Orchard Road Access  There are two 

possible access points from adjacent existing housing developments, the 

Bellway Estate and St Cleers Orchard. The first looks straightforward as a 

road stub ends at SOME 3. There is no easy access from St Cleers Orchard 

unless a property is demolished. But in both these cases there is a problem of 

tortuous access via estate roads leading into Gassons Lane.  Gassons Lane 

itself is not fit for purpose. It is the only “in town link” between Sutton Road 

and Langport Road but has one single carriageway section with blind corners.  

There surely has to be some practical limit on the SOME 3 westward 

extension of Somerton if it can only be accessed via narrow residential roads 

not designed for through traffic.  There is a possible solution to the above if 

road access to SOME 3 was to be exclusively via a new road access from 

Langport Road to the north. However this would require the “forbidden and 

impossible” investment in new infrastructure. If we can be forward looking – 

which might happen in the future – we would again suggest a much bolder 

new road from the Cartway Lane/Langport Road junction over the railway 

tunnel  to ( roughly )  Melbury South Hill, also providing a “western bypass” 

for Somerton and replacing Gassons Lane as a through route. . This could also 

provide proper and sensible access to SOME 3. It was previously suggested 

by STC back in 2008. Somerton TC opposes SOME 3 unless road access 

infrastructure comes first.  

e) SOME 4 Bancombe Road Trading Estate. As mentioned above Somerton 

Town Council has concerns about emergency access to the Estate and has 

suggested a new track for this access; but we regard this as a decision for 

SBP. Somerton TC supports SOME 4 but not that part of it which 

includes Edmonton Farm and related farmland. 

 


